Breakout Sessions
-Structure and objectives
LOGISTICS

Split into 4 Groups (colour coded)

GROUP A- fossil & nuclear (Derek Allen)-Blue Room
GROUP B- fossil & nuclear (Steve Garwood)-Red Room
GROUP C- Renewables (John Oakey)-Green Room
GROUP D- Renewables (Brian Cane)-Green Room
OBJECTIVES

• Discuss the 4 key questions
  – Drivers?
  – RD&D priorities?
  – Barriers?
  – Recommendations?

• Prioritise

• Identify any other key issues

• Membership of Task groups
Suggested Process

- Review 4 questions ~15-20 mins each question including discussion. Suggest most time will be on R&D priorities & recommendations
- Open discussion-Try not to completely 'filter'/ignore any comments
- Group/consolidate the answers
- Prioritise
• Facilitators to summarise the key issues/output for each Group for wrap-up session
WAY FORWARD/ ACTIONS
Feedback will be consolidated and reported back to attendees. *(within 2 weeks)*

Task Groups 1&2 will be formally formed by Chairs *(within 4 weeks)*

Probably at 2 levels:-

- Core group (~6) responsible for bringing together document (ie. the workers to write SRA)-OFFERS??
- Consultation Group (ie. the consultants)-OFFERS??
- A current register exists, this will be expanded to include new members and the core team selected.
DELMIVERABLES

- 1st draft of Strategic Research agenda (SRA) by Spring 07
- 1st draft of Strategic deployment document (SDD) by end summer 07
- Regular updates on MatUK website will be mailed to you.
- Final drafts late summer 07